Objectives: Research estimates that a significant percentage of individuals with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) experience functional difficulties. In addition to reduced accuracy on measures of everyday function, cross-sectional research has demonstrated that speed of performing instrumental activities of daily living (IADLs) is slowed in individuals with MCI. The present study investigated whether baseline and longitudinal changes in speed and accuracy of IADL performance differed between persons with MCI and cognitively normal peers. Design: Linear mixed models were used to estimate the group differences in longitudinal performance on measures of IADLs. Setting: Assessments were conducted at university and medical research centers. Participants: The sample consisted of 80 participants with MCI and 80 control participants who were enrolled in the Alzheimer's Disease Research Center's Measuring Independent Living in the Elderly Study. Measurements: Instrumental activities of daily living speed and accuracy were directly assessed using selected domains of the Financial Capacity Instrument, the Timed IADL assessment, and driving-related assessments (Useful Field of View, Road Sign Test). Results: Individuals with MCI performed worse on speed and accuracy measures of IADLs in comparison to cognitively normal peers and demonstrated significantly steeper rates of decline over three years in either speed or accuracy in all domains assessed. Conclusion: Both speed and accuracy of performance on measures of IADL are valuable indices for early detection of functional change in MCI. The performance pattern may reflect a trade-off between speed and accuracy that can guide clinical recommendations for maintaining patient independence.
1
Diagnostic criteria for MCI include evidence of cognitive impairment but preservation of independence in functional abilities and a lack of significant impairment in social or occupational functioning. 1 Emerging evidence estimates that approximately one-third of individuals with MCI experience subtle difficulties in functional abilities as measured by performance-based assessments as well as informant and self-report rating instruments. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Specifically, performance on instrumental activities of daily living (IADLs) that require more complex cognitive processes, such as financial management, medical management, and driving, may show disease-related decline in MCI, providing a window of opportunity for early detection. 7 In comparison to cognitively normal controls, individuals with MCI perform worse and take longer to complete tasks on a number of performance-based assessments of IADLs. 6, [8] [9] [10] Studies of financial capacity have demonstrated that patients with MCI performed worse overall on the financial capacity instrument (FCI) than healthy controls. [11] [12] [13] In addition, individuals with MCI performed worse and took longer to complete the day-out task, which requires participants to prepare for a day out (ie, prepare a picnic basket, plan a bus route). 8 Wadley and colleagues found that although the accuracy of task completion on the timed IADL (TIADL) test was comparable for persons with MCI and controls, individuals with MCI took significantly longer to complete the tasks. 9 In summary, an evaluation of both speed and accuracy of task completion on measures of higher-order functional abilities is useful in detecting subtle functional deficits in MCI, and speed of task completion may be a more sensitive marker of early functional deficits than accuracy.
Trajectories of functional decline may help differentiate individuals with MCI from older individuals who experience normal age-related cognitive decline. [14] [15] [16] [17] Longitudinal studies of change in everyday performance indicate that individuals with MCI have faster rates of decline on self-reported measures of IADL and ADL in comparison with controls.
14 Differential rates of decline in measures of financial skills are evident between individuals with MCI and controls, and accelerated rates of decline in financial skills may serve as a marker for incipient dementia. 15 Nonetheless, few studies have examined longitudinal changes in completion time on performance-based measures of IADL.
Understanding longitudinal changes in speed and accuracy on performance-based measures of functional abilities may shed light on the nature of IADL restriction in older adults, which, ultimately, may improve early clinical detection of restrictions suggestive of MCI and encroaching dementia. 18, 19 In this study, we investigated whether baseline and longitudinal changes in speed and accuracy of IADL performance differed between persons with amnestic MCI and cognitively normal peers. We hypothesized that baseline differences in speed and accuracy of everyday tasks would increase over time, such that individuals with MCI would have steeper performance declines relative to cognitively normal peers, illustrating a faster rate of functional decline in these dimensions than what is experienced in normal aging.
Methods Participants
Participants were recruited from the Alzheimer's Disease Research Center (ADRC) at the University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB). All potential participants underwent neurological and neuropsychological examination through the clinical core of the ADRC. Medical records and family reports were also obtained. Following initial evaluation, a team of neurologists, neuropsychologists, and nursing staff determined the diagnoses of participants during annual ADRC consensus conferences using Petersen/Mayo criteria for MCI. 20 Specifically, participants (or proxies) had a memory complaint, abnormal memory for age on objective testing (>1.5 standard deviation [SD]), normal basic activities of daily living, normal general cognitive function, and no dementia. Participants with differential medical or psychiatric diagnoses that might account for cognitive difficulties were excluded. Participants with a diagnosis of MCI or determined to be cognitively normal during the ADRC consensus process were invited to participate in the Measuring Independent Living in the Elderly Study (MILES), a 5-year longitudinal study of cognitive abilities and real-world tasks in individuals with MCI and normal controls.
The current analyses included 80 participants with MCI and 80 healthy control participants enrolled in MILES who were matched at the group level on age and education. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants, and all study procedures were approved by the UAB institutional review board. Participants underwent clinical and research evaluations at baseline and at 1 to 4 annual follow-up visits, depending upon the timing of their enrollment. Eight of the healthy controls and 17 of the MCI patients withdrew from the study for the following reasons: deceased (n ¼ 8), health problems (n ¼ 7), moved away (n ¼ 3), and other/unknown reasons (n ¼ 7). All other missing data at follow-up were due to the fact that the study continued to enroll participants during the entire study period, which did not allow all participants to complete all annual follow-ups. The number of participants who contributed complete data to the longitudinal models at baseline and the 4 annual follow-up visits were 154, 127, 96, 52, and 25, respectively.
Measures
Demographic and medical variables. We obtained participant demographics including age, gender, race, level of education, living situation, and use of antidementia medications through self-report questionnaires. Global cognitive status was assessed using the total score from the Dementia Rating Scale (DRS-2), 21 and depressive symptoms were assessed using the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) -Short Form, 22 which consists of 15 "yes/no" items that assess symptoms of depression over the past week. Visual acuity, with corrective lenses when applicable, was assessed using the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study chart. 23 Possible scores on visual acuity ranged from 1 to 100, corresponding to Snellen scores ranging from 20 of 123 (1) to 20 of 16 (100).
Everyday performance variables. Financial abilities were assessed using a subset of tasks from the FCI 24 , which tested domains of financial conceptual knowledge, cash transactions, bank statement management, and bill payment. This subset of domains has been found to differentiate well between individuals with MCI and cognitively healthy adults. 11, 25 Accuracy scores of financial abilities were calculated as the sum of scores on all tasks across the 4 domains (possible range 0-141), with higher scores indicative of better performance. Speed of financial abilities task completion was defined as the ratio of time to complete a task to the time allotted for a task, using 2-timed tasks (2b: calculating a medical deductible and 7c: preparing a bill for mailing). For example, a person taking 30 seconds to complete a task with a time limit of 120 seconds would score 0.25 on that task. This method was chosen to convert the 2 tasks, which had different time allowances, to the same metric. The proportion of completion time for each task was averaged; lower scores represent faster speed of completion. The Timed IADLs (TIADLs) test 26 is a performance-based measure of everyday function during which participants are asked to complete tasks measuring 5 domains of IADLs: communication, finances, food, shopping, and medicine. Participants are instructed to complete all tasks "as quickly as you can." For each item, the examiner recorded the time (in tenths of seconds) and accuracy of task completion. Composite speed and accuracy scores on the TIADLs are used in the current analyses. The TIADL accuracy is the sum of accuracy scores across TIADL tasks (ranging for each task from 1 ¼ completed within the time limit with no errors to 3 ¼ not completed within the time limit or with major errors), which were reverse coded, so that higher scores indicated better performance. The TIADL speed is the sum of completion time for each domain task.
The Useful Field of View (UFOV) 27 and Road Signs Test (RST) 28 are computer-based tasks, which we used as proxies for identifying "at-risk" drivers, due to their established predictive utility for driving skills and safety, including the risk of future state-recorded motor vehicle crash. 29 The UFOV measures the briefest display duration at which one can process multiple stimuli in the visual field, using 3 increasingly complex visual search tasks (identification, divided attention, and selective attention). The stimulus duration (ranging from 16 to 500 milliseconds) at which a participant can correctly perform 75% of trials within a given task is calculated. The resulting scores are summed and coded into preestablished crash risk categories (1 ¼ very low risk; 2 ¼ low risk; 3 ¼ lowmoderate risk; 4 ¼ moderate-high risk; and 5 ¼ high risk). 30, 31 The RST measures reaction time to varying traffic signs using a "go, no-go" paradigm. It measures how quickly an individual notices that one traffic sign changes relative to other signs. The task presents 4 international road signs (pedestrians, bicycles, left-turn arrows, and right-turn arrows) at various latencies and locations on a computer screen. Participants move the computer mouse in the direction of the arrow signs or click the mouse in response to the pedestrian or bicycle signs only in the absence of a red slash across the sign. The signs are presented in blocks of 3 and 6 (13 trials of each condition). The computer-generated response time is the time in milliseconds between the onset of the target stimulus and the participant's correct response. Any errors committed prior to the correct response on a given trial are not penalized but may add to response time on a given trial. We used the sum of the RST scores on 3 and 6 stimuli tasks in the current analyses as a measure of complex reaction time and information processing speed related to driving. 32 
Statistical Analyses
Baseline differences between those with MCI and controls for demographic and clinical variables were analyzed using independent samples t tests for continuous variables and Pearson's w 2 tests for dichotomous variables. Linear-mixed models 33 were used to estimate differences in longitudinal performance on the measures of financial abilities, UFOV, RST, and TIADL between those with and without a baseline diagnosis of MCI. Mixed models are beneficial for analyzing repeated-measures data because they account for Values are mean + standard deviation (SD) unless otherwise indicated. b Continuous variables differences were analyzed with independent samples t tests and dichotomous variables were analyzed with w 2 .
c P Values for functional performance measures are not included because baseline differences were assessed in mixed-model analyses (see Table 2 ). g Possible score range on financial ability accuracy (0-141). h Possible score range on financial ability speed (0-1). i Possible score range on TIADL accuracy . j Possible score range on TIADL speed (0-180). k Possible score range on UFOV risk category (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . l Possible score range on RST (1-unlimited; no maximum time limit). missing data over time and intraindividual correlations of data. Separate models were created for speed and accuracy in each of the domains. Unconditional models assessed the significance of within-subjects variability over time. Because the interaction between diagnosis and time was of primary interest a priori, all unconditional models were followed with conditional models additionally adjusted for diagnosis, the interaction between diagnosis and linear and quadratic effects of time, and between-subjects covariates (centered at the mean) other than the DRS-2 that contributed significantly to the mixed models. The significance level for all analyses was P < .05. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 22.0.
Due to the instability of the MCI construct, planned sensitivity analyses were conducted using only individuals identified as stable healthy controls (n ¼ 58) or stable/declining MCI (n ¼ 63), based on the first and last available ADRC diagnosis, to reduce the possible influence of preclinical impairment among controls and "reversion to normal" among MCI participants. Table 1 displays baseline demographic and functional variables by the group. The MCI group obtained significantly lower DRS-2 scores by definition, endorsed more depressive symptoms on the GDS, and had poorer corrected far visual acuity. The MCI group was more likely to live with others and included a greater proportion of men than cognitively normal peers. Neither GDS, visual acuity, nor gender significantly contributed to the mixed-model analyses, and were excluded from subsequent analyses. Age alone was a significant contributor to the models and was included as a covariate in all models.
Results

Demographic and Sample Characteristics
Unconditional Growth Models
The results of the unconditional, repeated-measures mixed models for each speed and accuracy measure of everyday function revealed a significant linear effect of visit for models of UFOV risk category, suggesting a reduction in the level of risk over time, and a significant quadratic effect of time (Time 2 ) for financial task accuracy and TIADL speed. No other unconditional models revealed significant effects of time in the full sample.
Conditional Growth Models
Conditional mixed models for each outcome measure included age (mean-centered), baseline diagnosis, diagnosis Âtime interaction, and diagnosis Â time 2 interaction. Table  2 presents the parameter estimates for conditional models of speed and accuracy of everyday task completion. The addition of age (mean-centered), baseline diagnosis, and diagnosis Â time improved the model fit for FCI speed, UFOV risk category, RST speed, and TIADLs accuracy in comparison with the unconditional models that included only the linear trend of time. Similarly, the addition of the covariates and diagnosis Â time 2 interaction improved the model fit for FCI accuracy and TIADL speed in comparison with the unconditional models that included only the linear and quadratic trends for time.
Main Effects of Age and Diagnosis
Older age and a diagnosis of MCI at baseline were associated with reduced performance on all measures of speed and accuracy of everyday task performance. Figure 1 displays the predicted trajectories of change on all measures of everyday function for the MCI group and cognitively normal peers. Figure 1 depicts that individuals with MCI performed worse on measures of TIADL accuracy, obtained significantly worse UFOV risk category scores, and were slower on timed financial tasks at baseline. This difference was maintained across the 4 annual follow-up visits with no appreciable changes in the financial task speed ( Figure 1A ), TIADL accuracy scores ( Figure 1D ), or UFOV risk categories ( Figure 1F ) over time.
Interactions of Diagnosis and Time
There was a significant interaction between time and baseline diagnosis for models of RST speed, suggesting that individuals with MCI performed increasingly slowly on the RST over time, whereas cognitively normal controls remained relatively stable ( Figure 1E ). The baseline diagnosis Â time and baseline diagnosis Â time 2 interactions were significant for models of financial task accuracy ( Figure 1B ) and TIADLs time ( Figure 1C) , showing that individuals with MCI perform worse over time on financial task accuracy and speed of TIADL task completion, respectively. Additionally, participants with MCI experienced an accelerated rate of decline on these tasks over the 4 annual follow-up visits. In contrast, financial task accuracy and TIADL speed remained relatively stable for cognitively normal controls over time.
Sensitivity Analyses
Sensitivity analyses were conducted using only individuals whose first and last available ADRC diagnosis indicated that they were a stable healthy control (n ¼ 58) or had stable/declining MCI (n ¼ 63), to ensure robust group classification. These results confirmed the findings from models using the full sample, with no appreciable differences in the magnitude, valence, and significance of results (data not shown).
Conclusion
The primary finding of this study is that older adults with MCI perform worse than cognitively normal peers on measures of speed and accuracy of everyday function, with significantly steeper rates of decline on select measures. The results confirm our hypothesis that individuals with MCI would have steeper rates of decline in all three domains of everyday functioning; however, the results were not uniform across domains. Individuals with MCI had steeper rates of decline than control participants on measures of financial task accuracy, TIADL speed, and RST speed. The results of this longitudinal study extend previous findings from cross-sectional studies of speed and accuracy of TIADL in which individuals with MCI performed comparably to cognitively normal peers on measures of accuracy but worse on measures of speed. 9 It is likely that the relatively larger sample size of the current analyses provided sufficient power to detect baseline differences in the accuracy of financial task performance between those with MCI and cognitively healthy peers. These results confirm that everyday tasks that require sustained attention and information processing speed take longer for persons with MCI to accomplish successfully, and this disparity in task completion time increases over time for common everyday tasks and drivingrelated skills represented by TIADL speed and RST speed, respectively. Our results provide partial support for the idea that differences and changes in speed, rather than accuracy, on IADLs and driving-related behaviors are more sensitive markers of decline in persons with MCI.
Contrary to our hypothesis, our results did not show significant group differences in longitudinal changes in speed and accuracy on all tasks of functional abilities. Although measures of speed of driving skills (RST) and TIADL showed significant declines over time, the comparable markers of accuracy of driving skills (UFOV risk category) and TIADL did not.
Similarly, the rate of decline for accuracy on financial tasks accelerated with time, but speed on these tasks remained stable over time for individuals with MCI.
This pattern of results illustrates a striking trade-off between speed and accuracy of performance on measures of functional abilities that preferentially affected those with MCI in this study. 25 The speed-accuracy trade-off (SAT) theorizes that speed and accuracy for cognitive processes, such as visual scanning, are interdependent. Due to the limited rate of information flow, the faster one responds, the more errors one is prone to make. Conversely, the more one tries to be accurate, the more likely one is to reduce the speed of performance. 34, 35 Our results illustrate that persons with MCI are more vulnerable to SAT effects than cognitively healthy peers. Although the speed of financial task performance did not change significantly over time either for those with MCI or for cognitively healthy peers, accuracy of performance significantly declined over time for those with MCI but not for cognitively healthy peers. In other words, individuals with MCI maintained their speed on financial tasks over time, but this likely compromised their accuracy on financial tasks, with steeper rates of decline. This SAT phenomenon was also evidenced by the performance patterns on measures of driving abilities and TIADL. Consequently, an evaluation of both speed and accuracy on measures of functional abilities is critical to understand the subtle functional deficits and changes in functional efficiency that are characteristic of individuals with MCI.
Measures of both speed and accuracy of everyday task performance are valuable indicators of functional change in MCI, and they may improve the sensitivity of routine cognitive screenings to detect MCI and associated functional changes that restrict patient independence. Early and accurate detection of MCI is currently limited by the lack of consensus/ standards for assessing IADL restriction in older adults and those with MCI, by subclinical presentation of functional deficits, and by underreporting of IADL difficulties by patients and caregivers. 18, 19 The inclusion of longitudinal assessments of speed and accuracy of everyday task performance holds promise for improving our ability to detect and monitor functional changes in MCI and may serve as meaningful outcomes for intervention trials.
Early detection of MCI provides a strategic intervention point in the clinical management of functional sequelae and might help delay progression to impairment. 36 Promising research demonstrates the feasibility of cognitive training for improved speed of information processing in older adults that may benefit everyday function. 32, 37 Furthermore, it may be helpful to routinely monitor patients with MCI for declines in financial skills, IADL, and driving abilities and provide patients and their families with clinical guidance on these issues as well as strategies to accommodate significant declines in speed and/or accuracy. Patient recommendations may be optimized by addressing the speed/accuracy trade-offs to which patients with MCI are more susceptible than persons experiencing normal cognitive aging. In particular, our results highlight the value of providing recommendations to accommodate situations in which increased task completion time or reduced accuracy might jeopardize functional independence. For example, individuals with MCI may benefit from extended time to perform certain tasks that represent critical activities such as handling finances. They also may benefit from an explanation of the speed/accuracy trade-off and how this could necessitate a reduction in the number of tasks completed during a day. Simple early interventions such as these that target functional losses may promote patient independence, reduce caregiver burden, and improve overall quality of life.
It is important to note that our study utilized a relatively modest sample size that may have resulted in conservative estimates of trajectories of change on tasks of everyday performance across groups. In addition, the use of rolling recruitment resulted in fewer observations at later follow-up visits, potentially biasing our results toward the null. Although our sample included a range of education levels, generalizability may be limited to older adults with higher education. Further research is needed to expand the generalizability of our findings to more diverse populations, including different subtypes of MCI. The majority of participants enrolled in this study were classified as having amnestic MCI. A valuable extension of our current research would be to examine differential rates of functional decline across MCI subtypes, particularly among those with primary nonamnestic deficits who likely represent etiologies other than or in addition to AD.
The current study utilized the validated performance-based tasks to assess financial abilities, TIADL, and driving skills. However, future studies may benefit from including naturalistic assessment of everyday activities in MCI. 38 In particular, measures of processing speed have been found to be unique predictors of everyday function directly observed in a naturalistic environment, but not necessarily of performance-based measures or informant report of IADL. 39 Therefore, naturalistic assessment may enhance our understanding of speed and accuracy on everyday activities in individuals with MCI. The results of this study suggest that clinicians and patients may benefit from routine monitoring of speed and accuracy of functional change in older adults and persons with MCI. Patient recommendations may be optimized by addressing individual discrepancies between speed and accuracy. Earlier and more accurate detection of functional change in MCI may provide an opportunity to implement strategic interventions to improve both speed and accuracy in accomplishing tasks of everyday functioning, and thereby, promote independence.
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